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Dear Nauset Families,

Summer is a great time for reading just for the fun of it. The Nauset Summer Reading Program has been developed in conjunction with the town public libraries to focus on developing a love of literacy in students. The books you see listed in this Summer Reading Guide are suggestions for you. All of these titles have been carefully chosen and are known to be worthy of your time. Any book you read during the vacation, whether it is from our list or recommended by a friend or a relative, is a new adventure and strengthens your reading abilities.

Our Summer Reading theme for 2020 is “Imagine Your Story”. The goal is to provide books that foster an interest in using your imagination, whether it’s exploring a fairy tale, mythology, poetry, or fantasy novels. The possibilities are endless!

Librarians have collaborated to ensure that the books listed in our guide are available to you at several of the local libraries in the CLAMS network in print, ebook, and audio formats. Many of the books are also available on Audible. You are encouraged to check your town library’s summer schedule and attend the fun virtual activities and programs planned for children of all ages. As of the first week of June, town libraries are open for curbside pickup ONLY during limited hours. Please contact your library to learn more information. Librarians are available by phone and email to assist you in discovering the best books for reading fun and learning.

We hope your summer is filled with enjoyment and that some of that fun will include exploring libraries and reading!!

All the Best,

Principals of the Nauset Elementary Schools
Mrs. Elaine Pender, Orleans Elementary
Mrs. Joanna Hughes, Eddy Elementary
Mr. Keith Gauley, Stony Brook Elementary
Mr. William Crosby, Eastham Elementary
Mrs. Mary Beth Rodman, Wellfleet Elementary
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**Brewster Ladies’ Library**
1822 Main Street, Brewster
508.896.3913
Call for hours and/or curbside pickup.

**Eastham Public Library**
190 Samoset Road, Eastham
508.240.5950
Call for hours and/or curbside pickup.

**Snow Library**
67 Main Street, Orleans
508.240.3760
Call for hours and/or curbside pickup.

**Wellfleet Public Library**
55 West Main Street, Wellfleet
508.349.0310
Call for hours and/or curbside pickup.
Rhyming Books

Rhyming books strengthen your child’s ability to hear sounds.

Alborough, Jez
It’s the Bear!

Andreae, Giles
Rumble in the Jungle

Carlstrom, Nancy White
Jesse Bear, What Will You Wear?
Other Jesse Bear books

Fox, Mem
Sleepy Bears

Hubbell, Patricia
Trains: Steaming! Pulling! Huffing!

Miranda, Anne
To Market, To Market
8
Root, Phyllis
One Duck Stuck

Trapani, Iza (retold by)
The Itsy Bitsy Spider

Weeks, Sarah
Mrs. McNosh Hangs Up the Wash

Yolen, Jane
How Do Dinosaurs Eat Their Food?
Alphabet Books

There are many new alphabet books using new and creative ways to present the ABC's. These books reinforce your child's knowledge of the letters visually and sequentially.

Dragonwagon, Crescent
Alligator Arrived with Apples: A Potluck Alphabet Feast

Ernst, Lisa Campbell
The Letters are Lost!

Lobel, Arnold
On Market Street

Martin Jr., Bill
Chicka, Chicka, Boom, Boom

McPhail, David
Animals A to Z

Wood, Audrey
Alphabet Adventure
Predictable/Repetitive Books

These books encourage children to listen carefully and identify the sentence or phrase that is repeated. Memory and sequencing are reinforced through these books.

Arnold, Katya
Meow!

Guarino, Deborah
Is Your Mama a Llama?

Henkes, Kevin
Kitten’s First Full Moon

Hoberman, Mary Ann
Miss Mary Mack: A Hand-Clapping Rhyme

Hutchins, Pat
Don’t Forget the Bacon

Jackson, Alison
I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Pie

Neitzel, Shirley
I’m Taking a Trip on My Train

Wood, Audrey
The Napping House
Story Books/Classics

Story books give your child the opportunity for special time with you. Enjoy the story, setting, characters, and illustrations together.

Freeman, Don
Corduroy

Slobodkina, Esphyr
Caps for Sale: A Tale of a Peddler, Some Monkeys and Their Monkey Business

Various authors
The Little Red Hen

Various authors
Stone Soup

Various authors
The Bremen Town Musicians

Any books by these authors:
Jan Brett
Eric Carle
Lucy Cousins
Denise Fleming
Holly Keller
Kevin Henkes
Martin Waddell
Rosemary Wells
Suggested Titles Preschool - Kindergarten

Counting Books

Counting books help with numbers and quantities. These books are very interactive.

Calbrera, Jane
*Over in the Meadow*

Carle, Eric
*10 Little Rubber Ducks*

Christelow, Eileen
*Five Little Monkeys Jumping On the Bed*

Falwell, Cathryn
*Turtle Splash!: Countdown at the Pond*

Hutchins, Pat
*The Doorbell Rang*

Koller, Jackie French
*Seven Spunky Monkeys*

Lesser, Carolyn
*Spots: Counting Creatures from Sky to Sea*

Trapani, Iza
*How Much Is That Doggie in the Window?*

Wells, Rosemary
*Bunny Money*

Acknowledgement:
*Written by Kate Berg and Susan Alman, Nauset School District Teachers, and Natalie Marsh, former Children’s Librarian, Eastham Public Library, with the support of the Early Childhood Curriculum and School Readiness Committees.*
Suggested Titles Grades K-2: Fiction

Boelts, Maribeth
**The Fairy Dogmother**
Cinderella had a fairy godmother, but did you know that dogs have a fairy dogmother? This is the story of how homeless dog, Ivy, is trained to be the fairy dogmother to help other dogs in need.

Campbell, Jen
**Franklin’s Flying Bookshop**
Franklin the dragon and his friend, Luna, decide to share their love of books by opening up a flying bookshop right on Franklin’s back!

Colon, Raul
**Imagine!**
“When a boy visits an art museum and one of the paintings comes to life, he has an afternoon of adventure and discovery [that] changes how he sees the world ever after” -- Provided by publisher.

Demi
**The Empty Pot**
When Ping admits that he is the only child in China unable to grow a flower from the seeds distributed by the Emperor, he is rewarded for his honesty.

DiPucchio, Kelly and Greg Pizzoli
**Dragon Was Terrible**
We all know dragons are terrible, but this one is especially terrible. He scribbles in books. He steals candy from baby unicorns. He even burps in church. Seriously, who does that?

Duffy, Chris (editor)
**Fairy Tale Comics: Classic Tales Told by Extraordinary Cartoonists**
Graphic novel rendition by various illustrators of seventeen classic fairy tales.

Elya, Susan Middleton
**Little Roja Riding Hood**
A rhyming twist on the classic fairy tale in which a little girl saves her grandmother from a wolf. Includes glossary of Spanish words.
Suggested Titles Grades K-2: Fiction

* Hale, Shannon and Dean Hale  
**The Princess in Black**  
When a big blue monster starts threatening the goats, dainty Princess Magnolia transforms into the superhero Princess in Black.

Mitchell, Malcolm  
**The Magician's Hat**  
A magician performing at the library has children pull books out of his hat which magically make all their dreams come true! Written by Super Bowl champion, Malcolm Mitchell.

*Munsch, Robert  
**The Paper Bag Princess**  
This bestselling modern classic features a princess who rescues a very snooty--and ungrateful--prince.

*O'Connor, Jane  
**Fancy Nancy and the Mermaid Ballet**  
Nancy makes the best of not dancing the lead in her ballet school's Deep-Sea Dances show, but becomes jealous when her best friend gets a better role than hers.

*Pilkey, Dav  
**A Friend for Dragon**  
Dragon is lonely so he goes looking for a friend and when an apple falls on his head he is convinced that he has found one; but at home Apple is quiet and unresponsive, and when a visit to the doctor only makes things worse, Dragon mourns the loss of his friend--until an apple tree grows where Apple is buried.

*Rosenthal, Amy Krouse  
**I Wish You More**  
Endless wishes of friendship, wonder, curiosity, peace and laughter.

Rubin, Adam  
**Dragons Love Tacos**  
Explores the love dragons have for tacos, and the dangers of feeding them anything with spicy salsa!

*or any book by the author
Suggested Titles Grades K-2: Fiction

Santat, Dan  
*After the Fall*  
About an avid bird watcher who loves to be high up on the city wall. But after his fall, Humpty is terrified of heights and can no longer do his favorite things. He finally pulls together the courage to climb back up the wall.

*Scieszka, Jon  
**The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs**  
A funny and clever fractured fairy tale picture book that twists point of view and perspective, young readers will finally hear the other side of the story of “The Three Little Pigs.”

Steptoe, John  
**Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters: An African Tale**  
A memorable retelling of Cinderella is perfect for introducing children to the fairy tale as well as the history, culture, and geography of the African nation of Zimbabwe.

*Willems, Mo  
**Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs**  
Once upon a time, there were three hungry Dinosaurs: Papa Dinosaur, Mama Dinosaur . . . and a Dinosaur who happened to be visiting from Norway.

Woolvin, Bethan  
**Hansel & Gretel**  
In a fairy tale twist, Hansel and Gretel ransack Willow the good witch’s gingerbread cottage and play havoc with her spells, driving the poor witch to her wit's end.

*or any book by the author*
Suggested Titles Grades 3-5: Fiction

Aguirre, Jorge
**Giants Beware!**
Claudette’s fondest wish is to slay a giant. But her village is so safe and quiet! What’s a future giant slayer to do? With her best friend Marie (an aspiring princess), and her brother Gaston (a pastry-chef-to-be), Claudette embarks on a super-secret quest to find a giant in this graphic novel.

Barrie, J.M.
**Peter Pan**
The adventures of the three Darling children in Never-Never Land with Peter Pan, the boy who would not grow up.

Beatty, Robert
**Serafina and the Black Cloak**
In 1899, a twelve-year-old rat catcher on North Carolina’s Biltmore estate teams up with the estate owner’s young nephew to battle a great evil and, in the process, unlocks the puzzle of her past.

*Black, Holly and Tony DiTerlizzi
**The Spiderwick Chronicles**
Three siblings discover an old book with pictures of fantastic creatures in the spooky old house in which they live.

*Buckley, Michael
**The Sisters Grimm: The Fairy Tale Detectives**
Orphans Daphne and Sabrina Grimm go to live with their eccentric grandmother and wind up solving mysteries with fairy tale twists.

Chokshi, Roshani
**Aru Shah and the End of Time**
Twelve-year-old Aru stretches the truth to fit in at her private school, but when she is dared to prove an ancient lamp is cursed, she inadvertently frees an ancient demon.

*Colfer, Chris
**The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell**
“Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, twins Alex and Conner leave their world behind and find themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with the fairy tale characters they grew up reading about.” - Provided by publisher

*or any book by the author
Suggested Titles Grades 3-5: Fiction

DasGupta, Sayantani
**The Serpent’s Secret**
Up until her twelfth birthday, Kiranmala considered herself an ordinary sixth-grader in Parsippany, New Jersey, but then her parents disappear and a drooling rakkhosh demon shows up in her kitchen, and soon she is swept into another dimension, full of magic, winged horses, talking birds (very annoying), and cute princes—and somehow Kiranmala needs to sort it all out, find her parents, and basically save the world.

*DiCamillo, Kate
**The Tale of Despereaux**
The adventures of Desperaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl who longs to be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to ruin.

Gidwitz, Adam
**The Creature of the Pines (Unicorn Rescue Society Book 1)**
After encountering a Jersey Devil while on a field trip to the Pine Barrens, Elliot and his new friend Uchenna help their weird teacher Professor Fauna rescue the mythological creature from a pair of greedy billionaire brothers.

Holub, Joan
**Heroes in Training Series**
Zeus and his friends discover another Olympian who might be able to help in their quest to defeat King Cronus in this Heroes in Training adventure.

James, Anna
**The Book Wanderers**
Miltilda (Tilly) Pages finds out she has magic powers as some of her favorite book characters start showing up in her grandparents book store. The powerful imagination of a young readers’ mind will not want this story to end.

*or any book by the author
Suggested Titles Grades 3-5: Fiction

*Kessler, Liz
**Emily Windsnap Series**
After finally convincing her mother that she should take swimming lessons, twelve-year-old Emily discovers a terrible and wonderful secret about herself that opens up a whole new world.

*Levine, Gail Carson
**Ella Enchanted**
In this novel based on the story of Cinderella, Ella struggles against the childhood curse that forces her to obey any order given to her.

*Lewis, C.S.
**The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe**
Four children find a secret entrance to the magical land of Narnia through the back of a wardrobe. In Narnia, they help a golden lion named Aslan defeat the White Witch who has cursed Narnia with eternal winter.

Mackesy, Charlie
**The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse**
A boy rambling along the countryside finding friendship along the way.

Malone, Marianne
**The Sixty-Eight Rooms**
Ruthie thinks nothing exciting will ever happen to her until her sixth-grade class visits the Art Institute of Chicago, where she and her best friend Jack discover a magic key that shrinks them to the size of gerbils and allows them to explore the Thorne Rooms—the collection of sixty-eight miniature rooms from various time periods and places—and discover their secrets.

*Messenger, Shannon
**Keeper of the Lost Cities Series**
At age twelve, Sophie learns that the remarkable abilities that have always caused her to stand out identify her as an elf, and after being brought to Eteralnia to hone her skills, discovers that she has secrets buried in her memory for which some would kill.

*or any book by the author
Suggested Titles Grades 3-5: Fiction

*Riley, James
**The Story Thieves**
Owen's life is boring until he sees his classmate Bethany climb out of a book in the school library and he learns that Bethany is half-fictional and has been searching every book she can find for her missing father, a fictional character.

*Riordan, Rick
**Percy Jackson and the Olympians; The Lightning Thief**
Percy Jackson is sent to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods on Long Island, where he finds out his father is Poseidon, Greek god of the sea. He teams up with a satyr and the daughter of Athena to solve a mystery in order to stop a war between the gods.

Schlitz, Laura Amy
**Princess Cora and the Crocodile**
Princess Cora is sick of boring lessons. She's sick of running in circles around the dungeon gym. She's sick, sick, sick of taking three baths a day. And her parents won't let her have a dog. But when she writes to her fairy godmother for help, she doesn't expect that help to come in the form of a crocodile—a crocodile who does not behave properly.

Simpson, Dana
**Phoebe and Her Unicorn**
It all started when a girl named Phoebe skipped a rock across a pond and accidentally hit a unicorn in the face. Improbably, this led to Phoebe being granted one wish, and she used it to make the unicorn, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, her obligational best friend. But can a vain mythical beast and a nine-year-old daydreamer really forge a connection? Indeed they can, and that's how Phoebe and Her Unicorn unfolds.

*Sutherland, Tui
**The Dragonet Prophecy (Wings of Fire Book 1)**
"Clay has lived his whole life under the mountain. The MudWing dragonet knows war is raging between the dragon tribes in the world outside - a war that he and four other dragonets are destined to end, according to the mysterious prophecy they have been taught. The five "chosen" dragonets were stolen from their homes while they were still in their eggs - and hidden away for years - all to fulfill the prophecy. But not every dragonet wants a destiny. And when danger threatens one of their own, Clay and his friends may choose freedom over fate ... leave the mountain ... and set the dragon world on a course that no one could have predicted." - Book Jacket

*or any book by the author*
Suggested Titles Grades K-2: Nonfiction

*Basher
Mythology
An information-packed introduction to Greek/Roman, Norse and ancient Egyptian mythologies by popular children’s book creator and author

Boyer, Crispin
National Geographic Kids: Everything Castles
Examines the evolution of castles, explores the daily life of the people living there, and shares stories of sieges.

Isadora, Rachel
Rapunzel
Caldecott Honor winner Rachel Isadora’s gorgeous collages breathe new life into this classic tale, capturing Rapunzel's striking beauty and the lush African setting—a new home for this story—with wonderful details such as Rapunzel's long dreadlocks and the prince's noble steed—a zebra.

Kroll, Jennifer
The Science of Superpowers
This action-packed nonfiction reader examines super villains and heroes, scientists that have gone bad, mighty mutants, and real-life superpower qualities and capabilities found in nature.

MacDonald, Fiona and David Antram.
You Wouldn’t Want to Be a Medieval Knight!
Follow the progress of a young English boy at the beginning of the 15th century as he goes through the rigorous training to become a knight, and faces the dangers of sieges and jousts. This new extended edition includes a map, a timeline of the Crusades, and a selection of exciting facts.

*or any book by the author
Morley, Jacqueline and David Antram.
**You Wouldn’t Want to Live in a Medieval Castle! A Home You’d Rather Not Inhabit.**
You’re a country girl in 13th-century England and there’s trouble ahead. The year is 1215 and King John is in a power struggle with his barons, lords of Norman-French descent. The king has been forced to sign an agreement with the barons – the Magna Carta – which gives them the right to overrule the king. But John shows no sign of sticking to the agreement. When some of the angry barons rebel, you find yourself caught up in a terrible siege.

Sayre, April Pulley
**Rah, Rah, Radishes!: A Vegetable Chant.**
Know anyone who doesn’t like veggies? Here is a book that’s sure to change their hungry minds! With raucous, rhyming text, Rah, Rah, Radishes! celebrates fresh vegetables, nature’s bright colors, and the joy of healthy eating.
Suggested Titles Grades 3-5: Nonfiction

Andersen, Hans Christian
**Fairy Tales of Hans Christian Andersen**
The princess and the pea -- Thumbelina -- The wild swans -- The nightingale -- The ugly duckling -- The snow queen -- The shepherdess and chimney sweep -- The shadow -- It's perfectly true! -- Grief -- Father's always right -- The snowman.

D’aulaire
**D'aulaire's Book of Greek Myths**
 Presents an introduction to the gods, goddesses and legendary figures of ancient Greece - mighty Zeus, with his fistful of thunderbolts; gray-eyed Athena, goddess of wisdom; Helios, the sun; greedy King Midas -- depicted by Caldecott winners Ingri and Edgar Parin d'Aulaire.

*Engle, Margarita
**Summer Birds: The Butterflies of Maria Merian**
This is the story of one young girl who took the time to observe and learn, and in so doing, disproved a theory that went all the way back to ancient Greece, written by Cuban-American author and poet Margarita Engle, winner of many awards including the Pura Belpre and Newbery.

Gantos, Jack
**Writing Radar: Using your Journal to Snoop Out and Craft Great Stories**
Newbery Award winning author shares practical tips in this guide for children who want to write their own stories

Labrecque, Ellen
**Who Was Princess Diana?**
Learn how Lady Diana Spencer became the People's Princess as she takes her place in the ranks of the Who Was? A shy twenty-year-old girl stepped out of a horse-drawn coach and into the world spotlight, capturing the imagination of millions as a real life fairytale princess. Although thestorybook marriage didn't have a happy ending, Diana learned to use her fame as a way to champion charitable causes near to her heart.

*or any book by the author*
Levine, Gail Carson
*Writing Magic: Creating Stories That Fly*
Fiction writing exercises to jumpstart the imagination brought to you by popular fantasy writer Gail Carson Levine

*Napoli, Donna Jo
*Treasury of Greek Mythology: Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Heroes & Monsters*
Illustrated retellings of popular Greek myths. Donna Jo Napoli is known for her lyrical writing and reimagining of myths and legends from many cultures.

*Riordan, Rick
Percy Jackson’s Greek Heroes*
Who cut off Medusa’s head? Who was raised by a she-bear? Who tamed Pegasus? It takes a demigod to know, and Percy Jackson can fill you in on the all the daring deeds of Perseus, Atalanta, Bellerophon, and the rest of the major Greek heroes.

*or any book by the author*
Suggested Titles Grades K-5: Poetry

*Alexander, Kwame with Chris Colderley and Marjory Wentworth
**Out of Wonder: Poems Celebrating Poets**
Presents a collection of twenty poems written in tribute to well-known poets from around the world.

*Bruchac, Joseph
**Thirteen Moons on a Turtle’s Back: a Native American Year of Moons**
Celebrates the seasons of the year through poems from the legends of such Native American tribes as the Cherokee, Cree, and Sioux.

*Carle, Eric
**Eric Carle’s Dragons, Dragons & Other Creatures That Never Were**
An illustrated collection of poems about dragons and other fantastic creatures by a variety of authors.

Grimes, Nikki
**Words with Wings**
Pairs twenty works of art by African-American artists with twenty poems by twenty African-American poets.

Herrera, Juan Felipe
**Imagine**
When Juan Felipe Herrera was very young, he picked flowers, helped his mama feed the chickens, slept under the starry sky, and learned to say goodbye to his amiguitos each time his migrant family moved on. When he grew up, Juan Felipe Herrera became a poet.

Pendziwol, Jean E.
**Once Upon a Northern Night**
The beauty and wonder of a northern winter night unfold.

Prelutsky, Jack
**The Dragons are Singing Tonight**
A fierce, fanciful series of poems all about dragons: dragons fierce and dragons friendly; dragons' lairs and dragons' eggs; even a menacing dragon living inside a computer.

*or any book by the author*
Suggested Titles Grades K-5: Poetry

* Rex, Adam
**Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich**
A hilarious collection of poems and artwork that shares a different perspective of the lives of Frankenstein, Dracula, the Creature from the Black Lagoon, and other notable monsters and mythical creatures.

Rogers, Fred
**A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood: The Poetry of Mr. Rogers**
"Lyrics to seventy-five songs from the children's television programs Mister Rogers' Neighborhood and The Children's Corner, collected and presented as an illustrated treasury of poems. Lyrics explore topics such as feelings, new siblings, everyday life, and imagination"-- Provided by publisher.

* Silverstein, Shel
**Where the Sidewalk Ends**
A boy who turns into a TV set and a girl who eats a whale are only two of the characters in a collection of humorous poetry illustrated with the author's own drawings.

*Singer, Marilyn
**A Stick is an Excellent Thing: Poems Celebrating Outdoor Play**
Presents a tribute to timeless childhood summer activities, from playing hide-and-seek and hopscotch to making mud soup and imagining that a stick is a magic wand.

Turska, Krystyna
**A Cavalcade of Sea Legends**
Tales and poems from many countries about the sea and sea creatures.

* Woodson, Jacqueline
**Brown Girl Dreaming**
Jacqueline Woodson, one of today's finest writers, tells the moving story of her childhood in mesmerizing verse. Raised in South Carolina and New York, Woodson always felt halfway home in each place. In vivid poems, she shares what it was like to grow up as an African American in the 1960s and 1970s.

* or any book by the author
Draw your favorite part of the story.
Summarize the story. Would you recommend this book to a friend?
Draw your favorite part of the story.
Summarize the story. Would you recommend this book to a friend?
Book Log

My Name:

Title: ___________________________
Author: __________________________

Title: ___________________________
Author: __________________________

Title: ___________________________
Author: __________________________

Title: ___________________________
Author: __________________________

Title: ___________________________
Author: __________________________
Snow Library
67 Main St. Orleans
Ms. Ann
afoster@clamsnet.org
508-240-3760

How the program works

- The summer reading program runs from June 30 - August 12
- For every 5 hours you read you will receive one raffle ticket for one of 8 great raffle prizes
- Any type of reading counts, magazines, graphic novels, audio books it all counts
- You can read to your pet alligator, by yourself or with your family it all counts
- The more you read the more chance you have at winning a prize, although we all know that the greatest prize is the reading itself.
- Register with a paper form or online. Go to www.snowlibrary.org for a link to a Google registration form. Or call or email MS. Ann
Thur. July 2
10:00 - 4:00
STORYWALK OF DUCK ON A BIKE

Thur. July 9
VIDEO AVAILABLE ALL DAY
Jungle Jim Show

Thur. July 16
10:30 ONLINE MEETING
Dragon Egg Craft

Thur. July 23
10:00 - 4:00
STORYWALK OF DEAR MR. BLUEBERRY

Thur. July 30
10:00 - 4:00
SCAVENGER HUNT

Thur. August 6
10:30 ONLINE MEETING
Worry Monster Craft

Thur. August 13
VIDEO AVAILABLE ALL DAY
Caravan Puppets

go to www.snowlibrary.org
to register and to view the
Virtual shows

Jungle Jim
Recorded show just for Snow Library
7/23 all day

Craft kits
DRAGON EGG + WORRY MONSTER

Come to the library and pick up a craft kit, which will include instructions. Go to the library website if you would like to register for a zoom craft session to make the kit together.

Fairy Tale Scavenger Hunt

Look on our website for the scavenger hunt list. It will be posted at 10:00 on July 30. Paper copies available at the library on July 30.
7/30 10:00

Caravan Puppets

Recorded show just for Snow Library. Look on our website for the link
8/13 all day

Storywalk
DEAR MR. BLUEBERRY + DUCK ON A BIKE

These walks will start and end at Snow library it will be available from 10 am to 4 pm

Thursdays
7/2 + 7/23
10 - 4
Brewster Ladies’ Library Summer Reading 2020: Imagine Your Story

Youth Services Digital Events

Things look a little different this summer, but we still have a lot of fun events planned! All library events will be online.

**Repeat events:**

**Facebook Live Story Time** (all ages) – Drop in every Wednesday on the BLL Facebook page at 10:30am

**Facebook Live Crafty Corner Friday** (all ages) – Drop in every Friday on the BLL Facebook page at 10:30am

**Zoom Move and Groove** (all ages) – **Registration required.** Classes are scheduled for these summer dates: Thursday June 4, Thursday July 2, and Thursday August 6 at 10:30am*

**Other Events:**

**Friday June 26 at 2pm:** Teen Dungeons and Dragons Info Session in Conjunction with Snow Library and Wicked Fun Games (ages 11+) **Registration Required**. Interested attendees can then continue to play weekly through the summer at 2pm on **Friday July 10, Friday July 17, Friday July 24, Friday July 31, Friday August 7, and Friday August 14 Registration Required**

**Tuesday July 7 at 2pm:** Teen Dream catcher Workshop (ages 10+) All materials needed to create the dream catchers need to be picked up at the library in advance of the workshop. Details can be found on our website. **Registration Required**

**Tuesday July 14 at 2pm:** Caravan Puppets “Imagine Your Story” Puppet Show (all ages) – **Registration required**

**Thursday July 16 at 2pm:** Jungle Jim “Imagine Your Story” Balloon Magic Show (all ages) **Registration Required**

**Tuesday July 28 at 2pm:** Amazing Animal Ambassadors Digital Animal Show (all ages) **Registration Required**

**Saturday August 1 at 1pm:** Teen Babysitting Course (ages 11+) **Registration Required**

**Tuesday August 4 at 2pm:** Kids Gardening Workshop (ages 5+) **Registration Required**

**Tuesday August 11 at 2pm:** Magic show with Sean Burke (all ages) **Registration Required**

*To register for events, please go to: [www.brewsterladieslibrary.org](http://www.brewsterladieslibrary.org)
For Upcoming Summer Events at Eastham Public Library, please go to: www.easthamlibrary.org/childrenwelcome.asp

For Upcoming Summer Events at Wellfleet Public Library, please go to: www.wellfleetaeslibrary.org/programs-events-youth